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I. Introduction to this Study
We continue our series Faith: Verb. We are called, in a macro-sense to love God
and love our neighbor (everyone else). But what does this love in action look
like? How does this play out in day-to-day life? Our passage from Colossians
addresses the morality and ethics to which a Jesus-follower is called.
Connecting with One Another
When have you been in a situation in which you discovered that what you were
wearing was inappropriate to the occasion? Did you try to explain your attire?
How? What did you try to do about your outfit?
Study the Text
a. Read Colossians 3:1-17
Suppose there was a business in which everybody behaved in the way described
in verses 5-9. Suppose a few miles down the road, there was another business
where everybody behaved in the way described in verses 12-17. Which one
would you rather work in? Why?
b. Why do you think some people would prefer to work in a business that is
characterized by the description in verses 5-9.
c. The apostle Paul names two main areas of behavior as typical of the old lifestyle
that is now to be abandoned. They have to do with sex on the one hand and
speech on the other—two central areas of human life, both involving great
potential for good and also for evil. Even though some pretend that such things
are purely private matters, how does wrongdoing in these two areas of life lead
to problems for a community as a whole?
d. What is the great transformation which Paul gives as the reason for our changed
behavior (vv. 9-10)? In what ways is this God’s responsibility? In what ways is it
ours?
e. In verses 10-11, Paul says that as a result of “being renewed in the image of the
creator,” old divisions of race, ethnicity, culture or geography must be done
away with. In what ways might Good Shepherd exhibit this truth that Christ is
“all, and is in all”?
f. Consider the behavior Paul sets forth in verses 12-17. Cynics might say that this is
the behavior of weak-willed, wimpish people who cannot stand up for

themselves. How would you respond to that charge about the difficulty of doing
the things mentioned here like forgiving, being patient, being humble?
g. Being compassionate doesn’t mean being sentimental. Being kind doesn’t mean
being a soft touch. Humility isn’t the same thing as low self-esteem. Gentleness
is not weakness. How might you instead define each character trait?
How is a foundation of strength and confidence in Christ’s peace the deciding
factor in each?
h. Paul balances the negatives of the old life with the positives of the new life in
Christ. What is lacking when a Christian community denounces those things
which should be “put off” without the corresponding emphasis on those things
which should be “put on”?
II. General Discussion Questions
•

What would it look like to “clothe” yourself with compassion” or “let the
word of Christ dwell in you richly”?

•

How can carrying this love and wisdom help guide your sense of calling?

•

How might you seek to “do everything in the name of the Lord Jesus,”
even in those aspects of daily life that do not feel like a primary calling?

III. Pray
Ask the Holy Spirit to remove anything in your life which needs to be removed,
and to increasingly clothe you with Christlikeness…pray for the leaders of our
congregation during this time of transition…ask for God to reveal specific ways
you can love God and love others this week.

